
 

 

 
Day 6-03.05.19: 

 
Today the weather report was excellent & the webcams at Jungfrau also showed 
glimpses of stars in the early morning, hence we were ready at 0600 AM for expedition 
to Mt. Jungfraujoch-Top of Europe. We were in the dining hall for breakfast at 0630 Hrs 
and had sumptuous breakfast. 
 
We reached Wilderswil Train Station at 0700 Hrs sharp and got the train to 
Grindelwald/Lauterbrunnen. Last two coaches go to Lauterbrunnen while remaining two 
go to Grindelwald. We boarded the Lauterbrunnen one and welcomed with heavy rains. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mt. Jungfraujoch (½ fare with STP) (Full day): 

 

 

 

Lauterbrunnen is a municipality in the Swiss Alps. It encompasses the village of 
Lauterbrunnen, set in a valley featuring rocky cliffs and the roaring, 300m-high 
Staubbach Falls. Nearby, the glacial waters of Trümmelbach Falls gush through 
mountain crevices past viewing platforms. A cable car runs from Stechelberg village to 
Schilthorn mountain, for views over the Bernese Alps. We got the train to Kleine 
Scheidegg immediately (Wengernalpbahn). The journey is extremely scenic to say the 
least. The first main station is Wengen. Wengen is a Swiss Alpine village in the Bernese 
Oberland region. It's known for its timber chalets and belle époque hotels.  The 
Jungfraubahn railway climbs to Jungfrau summit, with views of the Aletsch Glacier from 
the Sphinx Observatory. The Jungfraubahn Railway passes through a tunnel after 
Eismeer Train Station where at the halfway point the Train stops for 5 minutes to have 
views from huge Glass window of Elger & Monch peaks & their Glaciers. The weather 
was not clear when we were halted there however, the views are very beautiful as per 
the reviews I had read.  We waited for the entire period of halt for weather to clear till we 
were driven out by the Bahn Volunteers.  
 
We reached the highest Train station in Europe at 3454 Meters-the Jungfraujoch  i.e. 
The Sphinx area- actual Jungfrau  is on the right of the Sphinx. Jungfraujoch is the pass 
between Jungfrau & Monch peaks. The Sphinxstollen is at the height of 11800 Feet and 
it was raining when we were at the top. So we went for the cave. A must visit place 



having good photo opportunities besides history in beautiful paintings of the meticulous 
efforts to build the route from Wengen till Sphinxstollen. There is also the movie show 
where we get to know the history in detail. As we came out of the cave, we saw a 
glimpse of the Sun from glass window. We immediately went for Glacier walk till the 
Mönchsjochhütte which has no shortage of attractions: The highest-altitude serviced 
hut in Switzerland is accessible from the Jungfraujoch  on a marked footpath. The walk 
is approximately of one Hour. Since my wife was walking on the snow for the first time 
we decided to go till she is okay therefore returned after 45 minutes walk. But this walk 
is  highly recommended for the views of Monch, Eiger, Jungfrau & other peaks and 
Glaciers. We returned to Jungfraujoch for a light lunch & went again for the Sphinx as 
the weather was clear now. The 360 degree views of different peaks of Europe is 
wonderful to say the least.  
 
We returned to Grindelwald from where we got the bus for Zweilütschinen from where 
we got back to Wilderswil. It was late in the evening so we went for an early dinner in 
our hotel and jumped in to bed. 
 
 

Day 7-04.05.19: 

 
Today we had planned for Interlaken walks, however, we got to know about the 
Trummelbach falls and Schlithorn at Lauterbrunnen yesterday so there was a change of 
plans. 
 
Trummelbach Falls (Not included in STP) (3-4 Hours): 

 

 



We like yesterday, again got in to the Lauterbrunnen Train. At Lauterbrunnen, just 
outside the Train Station there is a bus stop for Stechelberg. The bus was waiting as we 
got into it and sped off immediately. We got down at Trummelbachfalle.  
 
This is  privately owned property. The ticket is CHF 11 per Head. Glaciers from Eiger, 
Monch feed these dramatic cascades inside a mountain with a walking trail & viewing 
platforms. A series of ten falls are inside this mountain. A funicular takes you to Fourth 
fall from top. You have to climb the steps till first fall via various viewing platforms. The 
rocks, the lighting and the viewing galleries are planned in such a way so as to enhance 
the beauty of the place. Really a value for money experience. Worth visiting.  
 
As soon as we got out of the Trummelbachfalle area, we found a bus to Strechelberg 
waiting for us. 
 
Schilithorn (Free with STP) (3-4 Hours): 

 

 

 

The cable car runs from Strechelberg through Murren & till the top Piz Gloria. The STP 
covers this spot entirely. 
 
The Schilthorn (2970 Mtrs) is a summit in Europe, in the Bernese Alps of Switzerland. It 
overlooks the valley of Lauterbrunnen in the Bernese Oberland, and is the highest 
mountain in the range lying north of the Sefinenfurgge Pass. In 1969, the Schilthorn 



featured in the James Bond movie 'On Her Majesty's Secret Service'.  The (bad) effects 
of the shooting are still visible in the glacier below. The views of surrounding peaks is 
excellent from the top. The Piz Gloria restaurant at the top was housing a musical show 
at the time. But the highlight is Murren, in between, which is a quaint  little village resort 
tucked away on the plateau with forests and snow everywhere. One can easily get 
down by foot from Murren to Sechelberg enjoying the picturesque surroundings.  
  
Day 8-05.05.19: 

 
This morning, the weather was very bad and it was snowing at Wilderswil so we did not 
have any other choice but to go for those sites which are indoor types. On searching the 
web and Switzerland tourism sites we came across St. Beatus Hohlen or Caves in 
Beatenberg near Interlaken.  
 

St.Beatus Hohlen or Caves (Not included in STP) (3-4 Hours): 

 

 

What a decision this turned out to be! We went to Interlaken OST & took the bus to 
Thun from just outside of the Train Station. The bus stops exactly at the bottom of St. 
Beatus Caves. There was a stiff, 5-10 minute climb via Steps interspersed with waterfall 
and bridges on it with the background of Lake Thun or Thunersee. It was snowing & 



raining simultaneously. We climbed the zigzag path till the ticket counter. The tickets are 
worth CHF 18 per head. 
 
This is a privately owned property and not free with STP. It is a geological wonder 
where legend states that 2000 years before these caves were inhabited by Dragon 
which was subsequently killed by Irish saint St. Beatus who ultimately lived there.  
 
This popular cave system features lit pathways leading through tunnels & chambers, 
plus a museum. Inside the caves, the trail leads through grottoes that were formed by 
water thousands of years ago. .There are thousands of huge Stalactites & Stalagmites; 
already formed  as well as under formation; inside the caves. The various types of 
Stalactites & Stalagmites are clearly indicated with Digital displays at every turn.  
 
In India we have much bigger caves & much much bigger Stalactites & Stalagmites at 
Shivkhori Caves in Jammu or Patal Bhuvaneshwari Caves near Jageshwar, Kumaun. 
However, lightings,  the planning and the convenience of tourist is taken care of in such 
a way that we felt that this should be copied by Indian Tourism Department. We felt this 
aspect of Switzerland tourism everywhere we went. We took solace in Switzerland 
being a developed country as against the developing nation like India. This is a must 
visit place for tourists exploring all aspects of tourism in Switzerland. 
 
We got out of the cave and had a tasty Alplermagronen & Lentil soup at a restaurant 
outside. We got down the steps and wandered along Thunersee as the weather was 
now improving. We came up to Steinbruch where we heard the whistle of approaching 
Boat & decided to board the same.  
 
Thunersee & Thun including Oberhofen Castle (Free with STP) (4-5 Hours): 
 

 



 
The views from the boat of snow clad mountains with freshly fallen snow shining in the 
golden light were marvellous.  
 
We got down at Oberhofen Schloss or Castle for visiting the Museum & the castle. 
However, the castle was closed for maintenance and thus disappointed we roamed 
around the beautiful garden adjoining the castle till the next boat for Thun arrived. As a 
consolation we got some good photographs of the castle from the outside & those of 
garden from the inside.  
 
Our boat arrived within half an hour. We again boarded the boat for Thun.  
 
As we had planned earlier for boating through Brienzersee and could not do the same 
due to lack of time; this was a great & equally beautiful replacement.  We loved the 
breeze, rains and views from the boat till we reached Thun. From here we took the 
Train back to Interlaken OST. The train courses along with the lake Thun. We reached 
Interlaken OST at around 1930 Hrs.  
 
We decided to have Indian dinner at Rangmahal- a famous Indian restaurant owned by 
Mr. Puran Adhikari. 
 
The Rangmahal: 

 
This is the best Indian restaurant in Interlaken; with best staff & humble owner -Mr. 
Puran. It is very spacious and provides Indian especially gujrati/punjabi/moghlai food. 
We reached a bit earlier than their busy time so Mr. Puran himself came to take our 
order. I liked the way he mingles with the tourists without interfering in their private 
space. He also goes out of the way to satisfy the taste buds of nostalgic Indians craving 
for authentic Indian food. The restaurant is a bit expensive but worth the visit. I sincerely 
hope that Mr. Puran remains humble and maintains his practice of mingling with guests 
in future also as this is their USP apart from the food.  
 
We packed for tomorrow since we will be checking out from the hotel at Wilderswil and 
will be having 4 hour Train travel. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 9-06.05.19: 

 

 

 
Today was again a very hectic travel day as we had to reach Zermatt before noon so as 
to have time for excursion to Matterhorn paradise. We got train from Wilderswil to 
Interlaken OST, from there to Spiez and from Spiez to Visp and finally from Visp to 
Zermatt. The train stations are so travel friendly that there is absolutely no confusion for 
novice travellers like us also for changing trains or platforms or for that matter buses 
also. The tourism friendly mechanism is systematically  articulated in their policies also. 
Therefore, for travelling in Switzerland, you just don’t need a guide.  
 
The journey from Visp to Zermatt was through the valley between two mountains. The 
entire route is very beautiful. You just cannot keep your camera down. We reached 
Zermatt before 1100 Hrs and it was very cold there. We checked into our hotel and 
immediately went for the Matterhorn paradise. 
 
Zermatt, in southern Switzerland’s Valais canton, is a mountain resort renowned for 
skiing, climbing and hiking. The town, at an elevation of around 1,600m, lies below the 
iconic, pyramid-shaped Matterhorn peak which is always visible on a clear day. Its main 
street, Bahnhofstrasse is lined with boutique shops, hotels and restaurants, and also 



has a lively après-ski scene.This is zero vehicle town, only electric vehicles are allowed. 
The Matter Vispa flows through in the middle of the town and roads run parallel to the 
both sides of the river. It's a resort town for the uber rich.  
 
Matterhorn Glacier Paradise (½ fare with STP) (4-5 Hours): 

 

 

 

The Gondola for Matterhorn Glacier Paradise starts from the town end where the 
Matterhorn Talstation is situated. The Gondola reaches halfway at Trockener Steg from 
here we have to change it for the Glacier Paradise. The Matterhorn Glacier Paradise is 
at 3883 Meter height and situated near the border of Italy. It was extremely cold and 
windy when we reached the top. The view from the top is the best of all Mountain tops. 
The Matterhorn is majestic with its pyramid or Witch hat  like structure. All other 3000 
Meters and above peaks are also visible all around. In the beautiful clear sky and bright 
sun shine the panorama looked outstanding. The cold wind was chilling us through our 
bones. We went inside for a cup of coffee. We explored the interior parts of the MGP 
and returned to Zermatt by the same route.  
 
While returning from the Tal Station we strolled through the beautiful Church 
surprisingly an Asean named one -St. Mauritius Church. The Ibex fountain is just ahead. 
This is the area where you will see lots of statues of Goats. We had our snacks cum 
dinner at Coop SM at the centre & went for night stroll on the shopping street. We met a 
couple of Indian and to be specific fellow Maharashtrian family and had an informative 



exchange about Switzerland. This was their first halt in Switzerland and they will be 
going to Interlaken and Lucerne next. We told them that they are following wrong 
Itinerary which should be opposite to what they were going to do. Because once you 
visit Zermatt region, the charm of other mountains wanes in comparison. Although each 
region has its own beauty, we feel city (Zurich/Lucerne) to town (Interlaken/Montreux) to 
village (Zermatt/Gstaad/Lauterbrunnen), the beauty increases progressively.  
 
We had pre-reserved Glacier Express tickets from India itself which were aisle seats 
unfortunately. We packed for the early morning train tomorrow and had a good night 
sleep. 
 
Day 10-07.05.19: 

 

 

Glacier Express (Free with STP-reservation charges extra) (6-7 Hours): 

 

After early morning breakfast and check-out from the hotel we went to the Zermatt Train 
Station and to our aisle seats. 
 
A French couple was sitting at the window seats. Within 10 minutes of our arrival they 
shifted themselves to the first class gifting us the window seats in the process. 
Whatever their reasons for shifting we were overjoyed by this unexpected lottery. Since 



the entire route is of such beauty, it would have been depressing seating in the aisle 
seats. We thanked God and adjusted ourselves in opposite Windows. 
 
Glacier Express journey is a must for Switzerland tourist in  either direction i.e. from 
Zermatt to St. Moritz or vice versa. We opted for Zermatt to  St. Moritz and our train was 
at 0900 Hrs with total journey time of 6-7 hours. The best thing about this journey is 
information provided in personal earphones provided by SBB, in multiple languages 
(German, Italian, French & English), regarding the route & its surroundings. At other 
times there is folk music on the radio channel.  
 

 
 
This is the most beautiful train route in Switzerland. The train passes through Brig and 
Visp. The Oberalp pass; situated at 2033 Meters is one of the highest train station in 
Europe, is next on this route. The Glacier express stops here for 5 minutes. You can go 
out and enjoy the beautiful snowscape. There are several hikes from here which 
includes hike to the source of the Rhine.  The train goes further to Andermatt-a resort 
town in tribal folk tradition of this Kanton. You pass several castles enroute hearing 
about their own legendary stories. You also pass several lakes, rivers, brooks etc 
enroute and everything is so perfectly blends with the beauty that you just cannot put 
down your camera. 
 
As you come near Chur, the landscape becomes a little boring due to City areas. 
However, again after Chur and Landquart the landscape is absolutely fantastic till 



Samedan. Samedan is again a big town & within 5 minutes after Samedan we reach the 
destination i.e. St. Moritz-the resort town of the Uber rich of the world. The train station 
is clinging to the Lake. 
 
St. Moritz: 

 

 
Our hotel was a little away - 1 Km- from the Train Station, so we decided to walk the 
distance. It was a wrong idea as from the Train station we have had to climb the slopes 
of St. Moritz & with the help of Google maps when we reached our hotel, the entrance 
was on the other side which is further on another slope. So in the cold weather of St. 
Moritz, when we reached the reception, we were drenched with sweat. The room was 
excellent with the view of St. Moritzer See on one side & the old town on the other.  
 
After check-in and soaking in the views, we went to explore. We found out about the 
short cuts to the hotel from Train station which we earlier missed and unnecessarily 
exhausted ourselves. From the train station, just ahead of Bahnhof, there is a gate to 
parking, as you pass the parking you will see the exit gate and from here there are 
escalators for going up & down. These Escalators connect to the main road of Via 
Serlas.  
 
We went to the Lake and circumnavigated around it. The lake was semi-frozen 
however, the circular routes were neatly cleaned of snow. The iconic buildings and 



hotels surrounding the lake from all sides. It is very beautiful. The old hotels like 
Waldhaus am See look gorgeous and blend with the beauty of the place.  
 
Day 11-08.05.19: 

 
We had a great breakfast-one of the best in the entire Switzerland tour. We understood 
that there was only one lift (Cable car) working i.e. of Dia Vollezza which is on the 
Bernina express route to Tirano, Italy. We ran for the Bernina Express which was 
departing within 10 minutes. We found our friends from yesterday”s journey-Glacier 
Express- seating in the same coach. We were exchanging our experiences about 
Switzerland and since they were well travelled, we were taking their guidance about 
future tours.  
Dia Vollezza (Free with STP) (5-6 Hours) : 
  

 

The landscape here was mostly snow and when we got down at Dia Vollezza, the 
snowfall started. The cable car station or the Lift station as they call it here, is just a few 
steps away from the Train station. There is moving ramp from the Train station to the 
Lift Station for Skiers. There is beautiful stuffed Goat in the lift station. We were about 
six people at the time. The cable car people said that the weather being un-favourable 
there is lack of crowd. We climbed onto the cable car and with a shrug of the shoulders 
the operator also climbed and started the cable car. He was a good singer and I noticed 
that this being region connected to Italy, the people here are more open and mingle well 



with other people. We reached the top amid heavy snowfall. We went to the restaurant 
to have a hot cup of Coffee. We saw in the photographs, the beautiful peaks visible from 
this vantage point. The view outside was all white as there was whiteout. We went out in 
the snow and had a walk of 10 minutes in the snow. There was no chance of further 
improvement in weather condition so we decided to return. We got to the Dia Vollezza 
Train Station within 25 minutes. After 10 minutes of waiting we got the return train for 
ST. Moritz. We had hot lunch of pizza & toasted sandwiches at Migros in the St. Moritz 
Train station. We went to our room for a little nap.  
 
St. Moritz to Lej Da Staz (2 hours): 
 

After a good nap and room made coffee, we went for a beautiful walk. We went to the 
church & went towards the Youth Hostels International. From thereon the road is well 
marked but trekking route. We followed the sign of Lej Da Staz & enjoyed the forest. 
After about 30 minutes of walking, we came across a pair of deer with great horns. We 
were very excited by seeing the wildlife. After about 10 minutes we reached the Staz. 
It's a very beautiful lake surrounded by thick forest.  We sat there for about half an hour 
soaking the beauty of the small lake. We circumnavigated the lake & returned by a 
different route which was much nearer to the Town centre via Waldhaus Am See. It was 
a very beautiful experience. The disappointment of failed tour to Dia Vollezza in the 
morning was washed away by this beautiful walk in the wild. 
 
Tonight was a packing time again as this was our last night at St. Moritz.  
 
Day 12-09.05.19: 

 
With a very heavy breakfast and a very heavy heart we bade goodbye to St. Moritz. We 
were feeling the sadness of the ending of the beautiful tour. We came to the train station 
by the now known short cut. We boarded the Zurich train and slept after Chur. We woke 
up just before Thalwil Train Station. The Zuricher see has some beautiful landscapes. 
We got down at Zurich & went to our hotel by bus. We were very disappointed for 
reminding us the city life after seeing the crowd of Zurich. We were missing the last 
twelve days of solitude. So we decided to visit Uetliberg & Rhine falls today where at 
least we will be away from the maddening crowd and secondly the weather was very 
clear. 
 
Uetliberg (2-3 Hours): 

 
From Zurich HB there is a direct train to Uetliberg at every half an hour. The road runs 
almost parallel to the train track. You can get down at any station & start walking till the 
top. We got the train from Zurich HB & got down at Uetliberg Train Station. From the 
opposite side of the train station there is a walking track for going to the top. The track is 
through forest & there are several trails start from here based on planets and also other 
long treks. I was initially reluctant to come here but my other half insisted on it. So I 



thanked her and congratulated her for her instincts.  As the forest cover here is 
excellent & the views are outstanding. The weather was very clear hence the view of 
Zurichsee as well as the surrounding snow covered peaks in all directions was 
excellent. There is also a viewing platform tower is at the top from where we can see 
the views without the obstructions of trees. There was a little crowd but the natural 
surroundings made our day special. We enjoyed the small excursion. We wanted to go 
for the small trek but then decided otherwise as we wanted to visit the Rhine falls also. 
We came back to Zurich and had some pizza at Migros in the Train Station and took the 
train to the Rhine Falls.  
 

 
 
 



 

 

 

Rhine Falls (Free with STP) (3-4 Hours): 
 

 

 

Rhine falls are near the border of Germany. There are several confusing train stations 
like Neuhausen Am Rheinfall, Neuhausen Rheinfall, Neuhausen Bad BF, Neuhausen 
Schloss Laufen am Rheinfall. You can get down either at Neuhausen Rheinfall or at 
Neuhausen Schloss Laufen am Rheinfall. From the first station you will get panoramic 
views of the falls and if you go for a boat ride then you can also climb on the rock in the 
middle of the falls and while getting down at the Neuhausen Schloss Laufen am 
Rheinfall you will go to the Castle from where after paying entry fee, you will see the fall 
from above, below & touch the waters without going in the river.  You can also reach 
either stations by connected boat rides. We got down at Neuhausen Rheinfall & went 
down near the falls by lift & walking ramp available from the train station. 
 
It is really beautiful and huge falls by width but not by height. The clear green waters of 
Rheine cascades down from the rocks to some 15-20 feet only but the humongous 
quantity of water makes roaring noise. We get to see the falls from different angles. As 
we go down by the beautiful walking ramp, we are awed by the sheer size of the falls. 
The fall passes through twin rocks jutting out in the middle of the river. Steps and 



viewing platform are made available on one of these two rocks for tourists to get a 
perfect view of the falls. There is also an Indian restaurant here with an Indian cook. 
The boats for the rock as well as for going near the falls are available just ahead at 
Schlossli Worth from where you can also get boats to go to the other end for the castle 
which is what we did. And you must do this, it is highly recommended. The boat to the 
castle, if you go one way then it is free for both ways CHF 3 is charged. As you get 
down at the other end, there are steps for going up to the castle and after going up for 
some 10 steps there is automatic ticket vending machine. This is the entry to the Castle 
area and the ticket is CHF 2. You should go by this route. After entry and some 10 steps 
you get to a grotto where the falls are so close that you can touch the waters. Further 
50-100 feet ahead you will reach a balcony which again lets you go near the waterfall. 
Just above this balcony is selfie point where you can get the perfect view of this 
waterfall. Up ahead is entry to the Castle grounds. The castle was not open for viewers 
when we got there. You can sit here and enjoy a cup of coffee. There is a lift from here 
which goes directly to the Neuhausen Schloss Laufen am Rheinfall Train Station. We 
came out on the Train platform and saw an Indian couple. They both being from 
Mumbai and also on their 50th wedding anniversary celebration; we got along very well. 
We talked about the difference between the tourist facilities back home & here till the 
train arrived. We got down at Zurich HB at 2030 Hrs and helped the veteran couple to 
get down and change trains for their destination. We had our stomachs filled at 
Migrolino and went to our hotel for a good night's sleep.  
 
Day 13-10.05.19: 
 
Today was our last day for roaming around and for purchases of memorabilia. We had a 
good breakfast in our hotel and moved out. As it was raining today, we decided to go to 
Kilchberg to visit the Lindt & Sprungli Chocolate factory to buy chocolates. 
 
Lindt & SprUngli Chocolate Factory, Kilchberg(Free with STP)(3-4 Hrs): 
 



 

 

We got the bus for Zurich Burkliplatz from Zurich HB from where we changed to the bus 
for Kilchberg. The bus stop is just outside the Lindt & Sprungli Chocolate factory. The 
factory outlet is a little inside the factory compound.  
 
Since we were the first to reach there, we were welcomed by the staff with lots of 
chocolates to taste. All the varieties produced in this factory are available for sale in this 
shop. The Easter season was just ended, so we also got Easter special chocolates at 
ultra discount as today was the last day for Easter Specials and they will be removing 
the Easter merchandise from tomorrow. There are so many varieties that it becomes 
impossible to buy all of them. We opted for the dark & ultra dark ones and also special 
chocolate bars which are not available in India. Highest purchase in the entire tour 
amounting to CHF 140 was made here. We felt like a child when in the chocolate shop. 
After purchase we moved along the Zurichsee taking in the views and skirting the Zurich 
International School reached the Kilchberg Bendlikon. This boat station is really 
beautiful with views of snow capped mountains and Zurichsee reflecting the same. As 
per the time table the boat was arriving after 40 minutes so we decided to go by bus.  
 
Zurichsee Boat Ride (Free with STP) (3 Hrs):  

 



 

 

We reached Zurich Burkliplatz. Got down and heard the sound of Boat horn at the 
Schiffstation Burkliplatz. We ran for it and got it. The ferry was going to Schmerikon. We 
settled in open air seat. We were looking at the Zurich monuments from the Zurichsee 
& trying to identify them from the guidebook. A lady sitting beside me volunteered help. 
She guided us well and helped us identify all the monuments and also advised us to 
visit the Grossmunster on the bank of Limmat. We got down at Mellen with the lady. 
She showed us the way to the train station. The train was just arriving when we reached 
and we went back to the hotel & dumped the purchases. We were very exhausted and 
had a neat little nap.  
 
In the evening we went out again for the National Museum & Grossmunster. However, 
the same was about to close. We had the views of the monuments from the outside & 
some photographs.  
 
We went back after having a little snacks at Coop & packed the luggage for our journey 
back to India. 
 
Day 14-11.05.19:  
 
Early morning we checked out from hotel without Breakfast & went to Zurich Flughafen 
for our Swissair flight which was at 1100 Hrs. We got the train to Zurich Flughafen from 



the Zurich HB which was very crowded. We loitered around the airport shops and did 
the check in. To catch the Swissair flights we had to go by train to Swissair terminal. 
The flight, as we had experienced earlier, was with high standards of Lufthansa.  
 
We are thankful to the tourist friendliness of the Switzerland

tourism, the excellent SBB android application, the most helpful

guidance of myswissalps.com team and several Switzerland citizens

for their help from time to time. We are also very satisfied that

we chose a perfect destination to celebrate our 25th wedding

anniversary.  It was a wonderful tour.

 
Amit RP 

Mumbai 

09.07.2019 

https://www.myswissalps.com

